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ABSTRACTION

Information is one of prominent kind of the existence resource for the manager. Information can be managed as a matter of the other resource, and the attention of this matter comes from two influences. First, business has become more complex and two computers have reached better capability. When the operation scale rises up becoming a company with thousands labor with the operation that is spreaded in the large region, so that the manager cannot count on the observation anymore but he must count on the information too. Information is the most valuable resource. So the manager job is managing the resource to get the usage in the most effective way.

Considering the important of the information in the company management, so that many companies apply management information system in their company. The purpose of management information sistem (SIM) is to fulfill the necessary of general information all managers in the company or in the part of the unit of the company organizational. When the SIM is on its place and has the function as the hope, SIM can help manager and the other user in the company to identify and consider a problem. The information system for some functional areas that are marketing, manufacture, finance and human resources.

Financial information system is very important in a company. The financial function is a gate of income and outcome of the company fund. First, need to get enough money to support the manufacture activity, marketing and the other activity. Then the fund need to be controlled to make sure that the fund is applied in an effective way. So that it needs an appropriate information system to get an appropriate financial decision result. Considering manager decision concerning with financial of the company is a basis for the company to do operation and make profit. Using FIS to explains a part of System Computer Based Information System (CBIS) that takes information to people or group inside or outside of the company concerning with the problem of company finance, the information is set in periodic report form, special report, result of mathematics simulation, electronic communication and and suggestion of the specialist system.

Considering the improvement of information technology that rising fast and so many computer application programs that can be designed individually as the request and user necessary, so that in the financial information system design some companies take programmer service to take the program application, yet there is company that has MIS Department (Management Information System) individually.